
         

 
GRADED PENALTY SYSTEM 

 

 
 

This document is represented in percentage but it is converted to points for each event 
depending upon the number of competitors, rounded to the closest as per RRS 44.3 (c) 
 

A. FLEET RACING 
 

Minor technical penalties 
Penalty approximately equal to 5% of fleet = 3 points 

--- Failing to report damage to charter boat (SI    5.2) 
--- Failure to comply with the requirement to report penalty taken or retirement (SI 16.1) 
--- Not displaying the coloured ribbon (SI    7.2.1) 
- Breaches of SI 2 Camera 
--- Breaches of SI 20 Safety Regulations if no danger was involved 
--- Breaches of SI 26 Berthing 
 

Minor class rule penalties 
Penalty equivalent to 10% of fleet = 6 points 

--- Bailer not attached to the hull (CR    4.3 a) 
--- Paddle not attached to the hull (CR    4.3c) 
--- Daggerboard not attached to the hull (CR    3.3.4) 
--- Painter not attached to mast step (CR    4.3b) 
--- Whistle not attached to personal flotation device (CR 4.2a) 
--- One sail tie 5 mm or more loose (CR    6.6.3.4) 
--- Two sail ties 3 mm or more loose (CR    6.6.3.4) 
--- Accidental loss of sail tie (CR   6.6.3.4) 
--- Sailing across a race in progress before starting or after finishing (SI 13.3) 
--- Out of the waiting area (SI   13.2) 
--- Breaches of SI 24 Support Boats  

Intermediate class rule penalties 
Penalty equivalent to 30% of fleet = 17  points 

--- No bailer, paddle or painter in boat (CR    4.3) 
--- No  whistle (CR 4.2a) 
--- No  lanyard, locking device or other arrangement to  attach  mast to  the hull (CR   3.5.2.11) 
--- Sail outside  limits of bands (CR  3.5.2.7) 
--- Two ties 5 mm or more loose (CR    6.6.3.4) 
--- Three or more ties 3 mm or more loose (CR 6.6.3.4) 
--- Throat, tack or clew eyelet 3 mm or more loose (CR 6.6.3.4) 
--- Repeat of minor penalty infringement 

Major class rule penalties (as per RRS) 
Penalty DSQ 

--- All RRS except as   amended 
--- All SIs except as amended 
--- Use of uninspected equipment 
--- Use of unapproved fittings 
--- Repeat of intermediate penalty infringement 

 
B. TEAM RACING 

Team Racing 
- Minor technical penalty – 0 points 
- Minor class rule penalty – 1 points 
- Intermediate class rule penalty – 3 points 
- Major class rule penalty  – 6 points           March 2019  
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